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GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
the sun of righteousness.
The moon has but a borrow’d light,
A faint and feeble ray;
She owes her beauty to the night,
And hides herself by day,
No cheering warmth her beam conveys, 
Though pleasing to behold;
We might upon her brightness gaze,
Till palsied with the cold.
Just such is all the light to man,
Which reason can impart;
It cannot show one object plain,
Nor warm the frozen heart.
The gospel, like the sun at noon,
Affords a glorious light;
And when it shines, poor reason’s moon. 
Appears no longer bright.
I 5 3 I O N A F. Y.
From the Periodical Missionary Paper. 
GREECE.
Extract ot a letter recently received from the Rev. Mr. Hill, 
dated Athens, March 19, 1832.
“My last communication to yon was from Smyr­
na, on the 9th of February. I was then on the 
point of returning to this place. I have now the 
satisfaction of announcing my safe arrival here on 
the 25th ult. after a very stormy and tedious voy­
age of 13 days. During the voyage I had the 
pleasure and privilege of distributing to many in­
dividuals, the word of God and an opportunity 
almost every day, of expounding it to those around 
me. It is in this way that much good is effect­
ed by your Missionaries, during the frequent voy­
ages and excursions they are obliged to make, and 
it is in some sort a recompense, for the great priva­
tions they have to undergo, when travelling in these 
regions, and while separated from their families. 
On my return, I found, through the goodness of 
the Lord, that ail the members of the Mission were 
well. Mrs. Hill had been two months at home 
since her departure from Smyrna, and had reor­
ganized her female school. I could not but weep, 
however, on the altered state of our former beau­
tiful establishment. It appears that brother Ro­
bertson having become excessively alarmed by the 
report from home of the state of the Society’s fi­
nances, and fearing, that for want of funds we 
should not be able to meet our present engage­
ments, resolved to dismiss two of our teachers (in 
the male department,) and to put the school estab­
lishment upon the most reduced scale possible.— 
It is true we had been obliged, by the return of 
the proprietor of the large house in which our 
schools were taught, to quit that place, where 
they were so well accommodated, and so were 
compelled to seek other quarters for them. Now, 
I found them situated in different, and very distant 
parts of the city, each in an obscure and small 
apartment, incapable of holding even the small 
number whom they had thought it abvisable to 
collect together ' during this uncertain state of 
«ur concerns. It was very evident, that in their 
present miserable rooms the schools could never 
increase, nor could the children who attended be 
taught to advantage. The great contrast too, 
which our present impoverished state exhibited, 
had a visible effect upon the people here; it made 
a bad impression. We were losing our influence, 
which is only so far valuable as it enables us to
do good more extensively. It was painful to see 
the toil and anxiety of so many days and nights, 
as had been devoted to the establishment of these 
schools, particularly of the female school, now al­
most wholly lost. Mrs. Hill was obliged to leave 
her home very early in the morning, and in all wea­
thers, during the inclemency of the winter, (which 
here is, I assure you, most inclemently for two 
months,) to pick her way alone, over paths of 
stones, and rubbish, and mud, for upwards of half 
a mile, and teach her children in a crowded little 
apartment, (even when all her Infant-School chil­
dren were out doors in the yard exposed to the 
weather and the sun.) This very day, I saw them 
all seated or standing in this situation, exposed, 
to the rays of the sun upon their uncovered heads, 
without the least shade, when I found it uncom­
fortable, remaining covered even half an hour. I 
could not consent that our schools should any lon­
ger remain in this condition, nor that the labors of 
the teachers should be spent in vain. As by a mu­
tual agreement between Brother Robertson and 
myself, for the better prosecution of our mission­
ary work, a division of labor had been adopted, 
and the school department fell to my share, and the 
printing department to Brother R., I immediate­
ly took measures for placing our schools upon a 
more advantageous and becoming footing; at the 
same time, taking into view the depressed state of 
the Society’s finances, and that we had received 
no very encouraging account from you, I resolv­
ed, after consultation with Brother Robertson, not 
to increase the present expenditures of the school 
department. It was desirable, on many accounts, 
that the school should be under our own roof, and 
they would then be under our continual inspection; 
they would be more like a missionary establish­
ment, and as it respects our domestic arrange­
ments, would be far preferable in every view.— 
Having found a house lately repaired, and suita­
ble to my purpose, I hired it at as low a rate as I 
possibly could, on my own account, with the un­
derstanding that all our schools are to be placed 
there, and that the Society shall be at no greater 
expense for house rent offamilies and schools, than 
they now are, or have been, while at the same time, 
our schools and my own family too, are infinitely 
better accommodated, than they Aave ever •• 
indeed, the house is admirably adapted to the pur­
pose for which I designed it, a Missionary estab­
lishment. We appropriate exactly one half the 
house to the male and female schools: the boys’ 
school is entirely separate from the girls, and the 
entrance is frem different quarters. We can ac­
commodate about 100 or 150 boys—150 girls, be­
sides an Infant School of 60; a id I feel very con­
fident we shall in a few weeks, have this number 
in our schools. By this arrangement, the Society 
now pay the rent of a house for Brother Robert­
sons family only. My own I will pay myself; and 
I hope, by dint of management and economy, to 
be able to do it at least for one year, or if I should 
come short, I shall depend upon private friends 
to make up the deficiency.
I would not take $50 for the contract I have 
made, for it happened very favorable indeed for 
me, that the papers were executed only the very 
day before, or upon the very day the news reach­
ed us of the settlement of the affairs of Greece, 
and the appointment of a Prince. Immediately 
every thing took a start. Owners of houses would 
not even talk of letting them, for it is very certain
that there will now be a great influx of strangers 
from the different islands and the continent; and 
it is well known that Athens is to be the future re­
sidence of the Prince. Another reason for my 
wishing to have just such a house as I have taken, 
is that we can now commence our favorite plans 
of receiving two or three young girls under our 
own roof, to be educated by Mrs. Hill, as future 
teachers. This plan has already been fully made 
known to you in our communications from Smyr­
na, and we have already begun it. We haye now 
a fine little girl, whom we have known and notic­
ed for eight months, as an intelligent, industrious, 
and amiable girl. She is the daughter of a poor 
widow, born in affluence, but reduced to the ex­
tremist poverty by the fluctuation of the revolution 
Her father and eldest brother were killed during 
the war. Her history, however, has nothing in it 
uncommon; it is that of hundreds around us; but 
few among them possess the mind or sweetness of 
our young protege; it is from the ranks of such, 
that we intend to select proper subjects to make 
god teachers, in the most approved sense of the 
word. In no way can we benefit this people more 
effectually the harvest is great the laborers are 
few; none, we might almost say, for where, in 
Greece, shall be find an enlightened, pious female 
teacher? ‘ No where,' lean confidently answer. 
Mr. Goodell has written to me from Constantino­
ple, Mr. Brewer from Smyrna, to find one even of 
moderate acquirements. The schools in Syra, un­
der the direction of Brother Ilildner of the Church 
Missionary Society, (formerly under the direction 
of Dr. Korck and Mr. FI. jointly,) have done much 
to train up female teachers, and our present young 
teacher, Elizabeth, is from their school, but their 
education is mainly deficient in the good example 
of a pious family, its order, its regularity, &c. and 
the innumerable Christian accomplishments which 
we look for in a pious female in our own, country 
destined to take the charge of youthful minds, we 
must look for zn vain here, unless imparted by the 
examples which are to be witnessed, or should be 
expected at least in the family of a faithful mis­
sionary.
“I have already observed, that Brother Robert­
son and myself have agreed to as equal a division 
of labor as was practicable, and we are both per­
fectly satisfied with the arrangement. Various 
advatages will grow out of this, which will occur 
to you at once. The principal one will undoubt­
edly be, that each branch will be better attended 
to. Every thing relating to the printing depart­
ment comes under Brother Robertson’s purview, 
and we will communicate to you directly on this 
subject. Every thing relating to schools or to edu­
cation falls to my share of duty, and it is my du­
ty to report to you on these subjects. At the 
same time, such a general superintendence is to 
to be maintained by both, each will be consulted 
upon every important step designed by the other; 
and the most friendly and brotherly interest taken 
in the success of each. Wc are of couse jointly 
responsible to the Society and to the Christian 
public for every thing which has been mutually 
agreed upon, and individually responsible when 
we have each followed our own plans, either with­
out consulting the other, or after his diapproval. 
In case of the absence of either one, the other 
will direct, the department of the one who is absent.
“ We observe with great satisfaction, that tha 
Executive Committee have taken judicious an4
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prompt measures to second all our propositions, 
and we are very thankful for their attention. If 
affairs are settled as speedily as I hope they will 
be, we may commence building soon, that is, as 
soon as funds are sent to us for that purpose. But 
I am more anxious to have a commodious building 
for our schools, than for our families. The pro­
posed arrangements in my own house will be per­
fectly commodious, but it is of course only tempo­
rary, anti we may be turned out in a year, as we 
were at the expiration of a few months, from our 
former establishment.
“ Mr. Bingham, our late printer, sailed from 
here for Smyrna, there to embark for the United 
States, on the 9th inst. We wrote by him a joint 
letter to which I refer.
“My next will, I hope, contain an interesting 
account of our missionary establishment. We 
hope to enter our new “house with our schools on 
Monday next, the 26 inst. with about 150 scho­
lars ; in a few days after, the number will, I feel 
assured, be doubled, or nearly so. One remark I 
forgot to make in its proper place; we pay now for 
one sole male teacher, (a most excellent and well 
instructed young man, by the name of Stephanos,) 
$15 per month, and to our sole assistant teacher, 
in the female school, Mrs. Hill being the only 
teacher and superintendent,) $3 per month, her 
board we give her in our own family. Thus we 
pay now only $18 per month for teaching former 
ly we paid $48.
“ The only increase in the expense of the schools 
which I propose during the coming year, (and 
this not unless the ascertained state of your
whether we are to proceed in our work, or leave 
its accomplishment to others. I have at this time 
under my daily care sixty girls, not having the 
means to procure a piace large enough to receive 
more. Of these, the greater part can now read, 
having all been taught in our school since the com­
mencement. That you may judge whether we are, 
or are not engaged in a work proper for Mission­
aries, I will give you a succinct account of the 
order of the exercises. The school is opened at 
A. M. with prayer, always concluding with the
Lord's Prayer, the whole school repeating it aloud 
A portion of scripture is then read, (a selection 
from the Psalms, from the new Greek translation, 
just published at Corfu, under the direction of the 
British and Foreign Bible Society.) A chapter 
is then read by the girls in a class, (taken from the 
New Testament;) after which, they employ them­
selves in studying the portion they have to repeat 
from memory before the close of the day. One 
is appropriated to writing, and even then, i copies 
are sentences from the Gospel. Twice a week 
they are instructed in Geography, and they begin 
to understand the elementary parts well. The ex­
ercises are suspended for an hour at noon. The 
children, however, all bring their bread, (with the 
addition sometimes, of a few black olives, or a bit 
of vile cheese,) and they are arrayed in order in 
the court-yard—before they eat, a blessing is ask­
ed; (this has been observed invariably from the 
first day we opened our school.) The afternoon 
is devoted to spelling and arithmetic, and at the 
close of the exercises of the day, we all solemnly 
recite the articles of our common faith, as contain-
funds will permit it,) will be the establishment of ed in the Nicene creed. Two mornings in the
a school for boys, upon the mutual instruction 
plan. Our present boys’ school is an Hellenic 
School. The Old and New Testaments in An­
cient Greek are Text Books, and the class which 
studies them is under my sole direction and in­
struction. We have a strange medley in our 
schools. In the girls’ school, they are almost, 
without exception,,poor, though of very difierent 
grades of respectability. Among the boys, we 
have the peasant lad, whose brown visage, rough 
capote and sandals of raw-hide, sufficiently indi­
cate his low estate; and along-side of him, the 
sons of the accomplished scholar and upwright 
statesman, Jakovaky Rizor, and others of inferior 
note, all sitting with perfect equality, and reciting 
from the same form.”
Extract of a letter from the same, dated Athens, Maich 30th 
“Our schools are now removed to the apart­
ments assigned them in the house I have taken, 
as already mentioned in my former letter, and 
they present a very beautiful appearance. Alrea­
dy we perceive good effects from this change, in 
the increased numbers of our scholars, and in the 
good orders and arrangement which we have been 
enabled to introduce. We can now, with some 
degree of pleasure, invite the numerous strangers
who occasionally visit us, to examine our estab ­
lishment; and we know that every visit of this 
kind is an essential benefit to the missionary cause, 
tending often to insure a friendly co-operation 
from those who were before strangers, and remov­
ing prejudices against the missionary cause. 
“Brother Robertson leaves me this day on a short 
voyage, and will take Smyrna on his way. He 
will write you I hope at large while there, and to 
him I must refer you for every thing in relation to 
the operation of the Press, which is henceforth 
under his care while the schools, and every thing 
connected with that, department, are under mine 
as I have already advised you.”
week are devoted to plain sewing, and it is impos 
sible to express the gratitude of those poor girls, 
for the benevolence which has placed them in a 
situation to be useful to themselves and families 
The younger part are taught as in America, upon 
the Infant-School plan. With Alpha, they learn 
for instance who Adam was; and only this day 
I was occupied some time in explaining to those 
infants the watan? of sin. As I felt the importance 
of the truths I was endeavoring, in so much fee­
bleness, to instil into their young and pliant minds 
I could with difficulty refrain myself—my soul 
yearned after thenrin all the fervency of Gos­
pel love. Dr. Watts’ Hymns for infant minds 
have been translated into Greek verse, and the 
repeating of them is part of their daily exercises. 
The amusing rhymes which have often brought 
alternate smiles and tears to many a delighted au­
ditor in our infant Schools at home, are now re­
peated with equally as much glee, by the half naked 
little nursling of our poor afflicted Greece. (We 
are indebted to a kind friend for a pretty good im­
itation of several Infant-School Hymns, which we 
have had printed at our press.! On Friday After­
noon when the exercises of the week close, (for 
I must reserve one day for the arrangement of 
my family affairs,) all the Scripture which has been 
committed to memory during the week is recited 
together with the Greed and Ten Commandments 
and such other simple religious instruction as we 
can give; the good are rewarded, and we part to 
meet again on Sunday morning, when the portion 
of Scripture which has been selected as the lesson 
for the week, is amply explained by the brethren 
alternately, with other religious exercises.”
RELIGIOUS.
Extract from a letter of Mrs. Hill to the Managers of one o 
the Female Associations Auxiliary to this Society, dated 
Athens, March 1st.
Notwithstanding you complain of coldness among 
the members of the congregation on the subject of 
Missions, the result of the efforts of those who 
are interested proves the power of this noble spe­
cies of Christian charity over their hearts.
“You have been informed of the commence­
ment of our labors, of their flourishing condition 
for a season—how we have been compelled to re­
duce them, and the many trials we have sustained. 
We now await the decision of the general Church,
From the Churchman. 
THE GOSPEL IN A PRISON. 
[concluded.]
He soon found that traps were laid for him, 
ana the officers, on whose rapacity he was a con­
stant check, would probably have invented some 
pretence to march him oft like a felon to the dread­
ed fortress, had it not been that, by means of the 
blessing of God upon his pastoral labors, such a 
change had taken place in the prison that the com­
mandant and his people found their task greatly 
ahev.ated. The men, instead of being drunken7 
disobedient, and treacherous, were more sober’ 
satisfied, nay cheerful, and so faithful to their en-
Snenthemat;bth°U8h 7 locl<S °r bolts could
bond ThuT’W°rd ,Was f°Und a efficient 
bond. Ihus can God make even the wrath of
man to praise him; and thus should Christians
cause their light so to shine, that men may glori­
fy their Father which is in heaven. We present 
to our readers the following particulars respecting 
this work of divine mercy in the words of out- 
author:—
“Though exposed to many difficulties and per­
sonal dangers, as to the temporal wants of the poor 
men; in their spiritual concerns, and those imme­
diately connected with them, I had abundant cause 
for thankfulness. On my first application for a 
place of worship, the commandant expressed his 
readiness to do every thing in his power. But he 
had no place at his disposal, larger than the ordi­
nary sized room, which would not hold more than 
two hundred persons. This I obtained for the raot- 
ment. But the colonel-director of engineers was 
then with the army in Germany; and the grenier, 
the only place sufficiently large for the purpose, 
could only be obtained by a direct application to 
him. For the present, therefore, a room, perhaps 
a little larger than the others, where was an oven 
for the purpose of baking bread for the barracks, 
was converted into a chapel. A small plain desk 
was made by one of the men, which served also 
for a pulpit; and the clerk made use of a common 
table and stool. What was wanting, however, in 
accommodation, was abundantly made up by the 
spirit which soon was manifested among the pris­
oners; and the Lord wrought powerfully among 
them. The place was crowded to excess, and the 
oven, which reached so near the top of the room, 
that the men could not sit upright upon it, was al­
ways covered with them, lying in a most painful 
position from want of room.
“The schools were, also, immediately establish­
ed; and, though the funds for all these objects 
were, at that early period of our captivity, but 
scantily, and with great difficulty obtained, we 
were yet able to carry on a system of education, 
which, for extent, usefulness, and the rapid pro­
gress made by them that were instructed, has, per­
haps, seldom been equalled. It is, indeed, won­
derful, at how small an expense, a number of per­
sons, generally amounting to between four and five 
hundred, were taught to read, write, go through 
the highest rules in arithmetic, navigation in all 
its most difficult branches, construct charts and 
maps, and work at the practical part ot their pro­
fession, as far as it can be learned from a form of 
a vessel, which had been admirably rigged for that 
purpose. Yet the small sums given to those 
among them who were capable of instructing 
their fellow-prisoners, as masters or assistants, 
were very useful.
“The immediate results arising from this em­
ployment of their time, were beneficial, in a de­
gree at least equal to the professional advantages 
which they might hope to experience in their fu­
ture prospects. While they wore thus receiving 
instruction and edification, their thoughts were di­
verted from dwelling upon those misfortunes, 
which had the most pernicious effect and influence 
upon their minds, not only in a moral and reli­
gious point of view, but, often, as it regarded their 
health and spirits. And thus the fear of God, 
and the influence of moral duty and instruction, 
even in them that were not decidedly religious, 
reciprocally acted upon their minds; preserved 
them from that mental debasement, and those 
habits of depravity and vice, which are ever con­
tracted and induced by ignorance and want of em­
ployment.
“And in the midst of these useful occupations, 
the Lord opened the hearts of many, to receive 
that heavenly wisdom, the merchandise of which 
is better than silver, and the gain thereof than fine 
gold; without which, all our attainments are no­
thing worth, and with which all the things we can 
desire are not to be compared. The number of 
boys was comparatively small; the greater num­
ber were men grown; and some of those that were 
advanced in years, were anxious not to lose their 
opportunity of learning to read, at least, their Bi­
bles ; to be able to study for themselves those ora­
cles of eternal truth, which are ‘able to make 
men wise unto salvation, through faith that is in 
Christ Jesus.’
“ The hospital was another object of my imme­
diate attention. It is remarkable, that this abode
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which he was carrying on among these people. I
shall never forget the first sacrament which I ad­
ministered in the barracks. The number of com­
municants was about fourteen, most of them old 
The greater part had never before attended
of sickness and misery was, also, the most aban­
doned portion of the depot. In this respect, the 
remark which I have before made, is completely 
borne out. And here, where it might have been 
hoped, that the afflicting hand of God, and the 
constant view of death, would have brought the 
most wicked to tremble at the thought of judg­
ment, hardened impenitence kept pace with out­
ward misery. And even after their wants were 
supplied, and every comfort was provided for them, 
which affliction is susceptible of, the hospital con­
tinued to be, with some exceptions, much less un­
der the influence of religious improvement, than 
any other part of the depot.”—pp. 74—77.
“In the mean time, a great sensation was crea­
ted in the prison; and, as in old time, some mock­
ed, while others, for the first time, saw before 
them an invisible and eternal world, compared 
with which, all the things they could desire were 
.less than nothing and vanity. There were many 
among them already, whose hearts the Lord 
opened, to attend to the things which have been 
declared by prophets and apostles, and confirmed 
by God manifest in the flesh. Many were inquir­
ing into the things which accompany salvation; 
and, in many, the word of truth took deep root, 
and they continued seeking the grace of Christ. 
Nor have I the least reason ro doubt, that the 
Lord fulfilled to many his gracious promise,
«Seek, and ye shall find;’ and that, even now, 
some have entered into the rest that remaineth 
for the people of God; and others are still so run­
ning, that they may obtain.”—pp. 79, 80.
This influence of religion among the prisoners 
became conspicuous in their whole deportment, 
and particularly in their regard for their word. 
Even common sailors, and young lads, who might 
have been expected to treat their parole as a jest, 
became so careful in regard to it, that whereas the 
whole of the prisoners had hitherto been closely 
confined, not even the interpreter being permitted 
to leave the gaol without a guard, there were now 
sometimes two hundred permitted to be out of the 
walls at once: and so complete was the confidence 
in them, that many of them were even allowed to 
walk out into the country, or to engage themselves 
as workmen or servants. The midshipmen were 
all allowed their parole, and showed themselves 
as worthy of it as established officers. Yet these 
very men were constantly breaking prison, and 
making their escape, as they honorably might; 
but the moment they were at large on their word, 
they were safer than if they had been chained in 
the stocks. It was also observed, that while the 
prisoners in this and other prisons were constantly 
inveigled to join the French service, in order to 
escape from their confinement, not one of the re­
ligious men did so. These things tended greatly 
to raise the British character in the esteem of the 
French nation.
Wr. Wolfe at length procured a larger and more 
commodious place for a chapel; upon which he 
remarks;—
“We were now enabled to meet together, in as 
large numbers as would; and as many as were so 
inclined, had full power of seeking, in the ordin­
ances of God, and the hearing of the word, the 
grace which bringeth salvation. And they were 
not backward in availing themselves of the means 
which were thus offered to them. I was very anx­
ious that they should not come there under any 
feeling of constraint, or for filthy lucre’s sake; 
that they should understand that it would be no 
advantage to them, as to the loaves and fishes. 
Yet the congregation increased; and there were 
few instances of those that had begun to run well 
Jooking back, or returning into the way of care­
lessness and sin.
“ Some of those who had never been received 
by baptism into the Church of Christ, were anx­
ious to receive this pledge of their profession 
It was an affecting sight to see the jetty natives of 
the East desiring, like the Ethiopian convert of 
old, to press their faith in a crucified Saviour 
and, while they manifested, already, in their lives 
the grace that sanctifieth, receiving, with desire 
of heart, the outward sign and pledge of the faith 
that was in them. But the Lord’s Supper was a 
Itill more joyful proof and evidence of the work
at the holy table. Some, perhaps, had never been 
in a place of worship in their lives until my arri­
val at the depot. They could not contain their 
feelings, and most of them were in tears the whole 
of the time. It was a godly sorrow, working re­
pentance unto salvation, not to be repented of.
“But the number of communicants did not long 
continue so small. It increased daily, as a sense 
of religion prevailed, and the seed of grace took 
deep root in their hearts. The spirit of inquiry 
was general, and hundreds were seeking. The 
table of the Lord was more numerously attended 
every month; and I was enabled there, to attend 
to the instructions of the rubrick, in a way that is 
scarcely practicable in a large parish at home. 
In cases of baptism, the sponsors were persons of 
decided piety.
“The persons who attended the Lord’s table in 
the latter part of my stay at that depot, amounted 
to above two hundred; and it cannot but be sup­
posed, that amongst so many, there were some 
who, to say the least of it, must be considered very 
weak Christians. But they were all professing to 
be serious; and there were none among them, as 
I believed, of that moral description so common 
among the communicants in England, who attend 
this sacrament, because they think it decent, or 
that they are doing some good thing, that they 
may have everlasting life.”—pp. 85-87.
. “Such was the state of this Christian commu­
nity, and so changed in a few short months was 
this numerous depot, in which there were, some­
times, as many as fifteen hundred prisoners. For­
merly there was not a room, out of a number 
sometimes exceeding ninety, where a man could 
have gone down on his knees to prayer; the con­
sequences to him of such an attempt would have 
been profane abuse, or even serious personal vio­
lence. Now there was not one room, in which 
there were not pious men; and quiet and peace 
prevailed toward them, even on the part of those 
who did not themselves profess the truth.
“I remember an observation from Mr. Lee, 
when he went with me through the barracks, and 
into all, or most of the rooms: ‘ This is a most ex­
traordinary thing; I have been through a depot 
of 1500 sailors, and not seen one drunken man! 
And the influence of their example was felt more 
or less, in a religious point of view, through all 
the depots, in all which one or other of them had 
friends with whom they were in habits of corres 
pondence.”—p. 89.
“We found a most agreeable addition to our 
congregation worship, in the assitance which was 
afforded us by a notebook, which had been lent me 
by Mr. Coweland a hymn book, which one of the 
men had obtained from a friend at another depot. 
The singing here was of the most pleasing des­
cription, and seemed as if allied to those strains of 
love and praise, to ‘ Him that sitteth on the throne, 
and to the lamb,’ which will be sung for ever by 
the saints in glory. It was not, indeed, fully con­
gregational singing: but the choir was so nume­
rous and so many from among the congregation 
joined, that it approached as near it as possible; 
and had this advantage over it, that every one per­
fectly knew the pslam or hymn, and had practised 
it before. The voices in the different parts were 
beautiful, and the effect was heavenly.
“At this moment, the Church at Givet enjoyed 
much rest and comfort, and the Lord added to it 
daily many, and, no doubt, some of such as shall 
be saved. The important inquiry was often made 
of me, ‘What shall I do to be saved?’ Passages 
of Scripture of difficult interpretation, were often 
brought to me for explantion. We offered up our 
united prayers for instruction, and I gave them 
all the information I could; which, being so young 
in the ministry, and quite without books, I felt 
was very little. It is, however, wonderful how 
many of these explanations I found on my return 
home confirmed by the best commentators. And 
I am persuaded, that the simple study of the text 
of Scripture comparing one text with another,
and refering to the original, will be more blessed
than we have generally a notion of.”—pp. Ill, 112,
Mr. Wolfe’s labors were terminated by his re­
lease from prison, of which, though reluctant to re­
linquish his interesting, charge he felt bound toavail 
himself, for the sake of his young family. The ex­
tracts above given, are made from “Observations 
on the Manners and Habits of the English Pri­
soners in France, principally with Reference to 
their Religious State, during Nine Years’ Residence 
in the Depots of Fontainebleau, Verdun, Givet, 
and Valenciennes,” which he has lately published 
after the lapse of nearly twenty years.
He appends to his narrative, says the Observer 
the following mixed rejoicings and regrets, which 
we transcribe partly as an encouragement to ex­
ertion in the cause of God and for the souls of 
men, under the most trying circumstances, and 
partly as a warning to work while it is called to­
day, to embrace passing opportunities for doing 
good before they are for ever lost, and, in the 
strength of God, to prevent as much as possible 
the painful retrospections of future years, and most 
of all of a death-bed, for a slothful use of time 
and talent, which might have been employed to 
his glory, the spiritual welfare of our fellow crea­
tures.
“Many arrangements occurred to me which I 
should have desired to make before my departure; 
and many warnings, encouragements, and conside­
rations, which I should have suggested to my flock 
had I been aware that I was not to return to them. 
It was, however, too late; and, while I felt a deep 
regret, of which I have not yet lost the painful 
sensation that so large a part of my captivity had 
been lost in comparative uselessness, I have ever 
experienced a feeling of gratitute and praise, 
which I have no words to express, that the God of 
all grace made me the instrument in his hand, in 
the latter years, of this durance, of a religious im­
pression of no common kind. The grace of the 
Lord Jesus Christ was exceeding abundant amongst 
these people; and many of them are now rejoicing 
in the pearl of inestimable price, the eternal pos­
session purchased by the blood of Jehovah mani­
fest in the flesh. We are taught to cast our bread 
upon the waters; and when no sensible result ap­
pears, are cheered with the assurance that it shall 
be found after many days. In viewing the reli­
gious state of the prisoners in France, I joyfully 
lay hold of the promise; and look forward, in.this 
hope, to the time when I shall rejoice in glory and 
eternal pleasure, with some, who, at the time, gave 
no evidence of a heart impressed with the value 
of spiritual things. But some I have met with, 
who are continuing steadfast in the faith. While 
I am writing, I received a letter from one who, 
after having returned to his country, and passed 
seventeen years in the busy scenes of a London 
house of trade, is still fighting, with increased hu­
mility, the good fight of faith. And I cannot 
doubt that the grace of God is still continued to, 
and increased in others, of whom I have not since 
heard. For some of our poor fellows I have been 
able to procure situations in this country, which 
their instruction in Givet rendered them capable 
of; and to which their good conduct during the 
period of their imprisonment recommended them. 
And I have been informed of many who are 
now occupying stations exceedingly superior to 
their original prospects in life; having been taught 
even to read, during their captivity as prisoners 
of war in France.”—pp. 167, 168.
EFFECT OF EARLY EDUCATION.
A little girl was sent by her benevolent mother,
to carry some articles of comfort to a poor womau 
in the neighborhood, who, although a professor of 
religion, had long neglected public worship.—• 
On seeing the child, the woman said she had heard 
that the lady gave Bibles to the poor, and she 
wished one might be given to her, for the old one 
she had, was so worn, that she was obliged to guess 
it out. The child returned home full of earnestness 
to have a bible given to the poor woman stating as 
a reason, that the woman was obliged togwesj out 
the words of the bible she owned; and said the 
child, I am afraid, mother, she does not guess it 
right, for she never goes to meeting-!
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From the Episcopal Recorder 
EPISCOPAL RESIGNATION.
[CONCLUDBD. 1
In our remarks on this part of the subject, we 
do not profess to enumerate all the instances ot 
Episcopal Resignation which occurred in the ear­
ly ages of the Church. We have thought it un­
necessary to aduce those referred to by Bingham^ 
as they have already appeared on our pages.—* 
There are others, though it may be not many, 
which might be adduced in favor of the practice. 
But whether they be many or few is not we think, 
of much importance, ihose which we have cit­
ed are sufficient to prove that no “essential prin­
ciple” of Episcopacy is violated by the resigna­
tion of Episcopal jurisdiction; that the usage ot 
the Church has not been at all times opposed to 
it; and this being the case, it cannot be prohibit­
ed in our Church by any authority short ot the 
General Convention. Whether any such prohibi­
tion has been made either directly or indirectly by 
that body, we shall hereafter consider.
As a collateral evidence that this view of eccle­
siastical usage is correct, we may advert to the 
practice of the Church of England. There have 
heen occasional instances ol Resignation among 
the Bishops of that Church, and in the present 
day it has been expressly provided lor in certain 
cases by law.* It is provided tli it the Bishops 
consecrated for the East Indies may resign their 
jurisdiction in India after fifteen years and retire 
from their Episcopal duties with a pension. A 
similar provision has also been made, we believe, 
with respect to the Bishops sent to the We..,t In 
dies. We have never heard of any opposition to 
these provisions on the part ol the Bishops or Cler­
gy of the Church, of England, and we presume 
that, opposition to any considerable extent did not 
exist. Hid it existed, an effort would have been 
made to prevent the enactment ot the clause re­
ferred to, and if the effort proved unavailing, we 
should at least have a protest against the act ot 
Parliament. It. is admitted by those who oppose 
the allowance of Episcopal resignations, inat ma­
ny instances of it are recorded in ecclesiastical his­
tory; hut these, it is said in some essays which 
we have read, are only “exceptions to a general 
rule.”—But where and what is this general rule? 
We have not been able to find itunless it be as 
we think it probably is, the following given by 
Bingham in his Ecclesiastical History, B. VI. 
chap. 4, entitled, “No Clergyman allowed to de- 
tert or relinquish his station without just grounds 
and leave."
“I come now to speak of a third sort of laws, 
which were like the Jews’ Scpimcnta Lcgis, a sort 
of by-laws and rules made for the defence of the 
two former. Among these we may reckon such 
laws as were made to fix the Clergy to their pro­
per busines and calling, such as that which forbad 
any clergyman to desert or relinquish his station, 
without just, grounds or leave granted by his su­
periors. In the African Church, as has been show­
ed before, from the time that any man was made a 
Reader, or entered in any of the lower orders of 
the Church, he has presumed to be dedicated to 
the service of God, so as thenceforth not to be at 
liberty to turn secular again at his own pleasure. 
And much more did this rule hold for Bishops, 
Presbyters and Deacons. Therefore Cyril of Alex­
andria says in one of his canons that it was con­
trary to the laws of the Church for any priest to 
give in a libel of resignation,’’’ &c.
This is the rule respecting resignations con­
tained in the fiist section of this chapter. In the se­
cond section we find the exceptions under this head; 
“ Yet in some cases a resignation was allozved of. "f
• We find in the early history of this Church, the instan­
ces of Cuthbert and Eadsius; Bishops Latimer, Barlow and 
Shaxton resigned their Di tceses during the reign of Henry 
the VIIL, and Archbishop Leigton his, during the reign of 
Charles II. Pearson in his deeply interesting biography of 
the latter days, that “he rigourously canvassed the legality of 
abdicating his office; he foul out several instances of Bishops 
who had taken that step and gone into retirement; and at 
length he fully satisfied himself that the law of God did not 
require him to retain his Bish>pric, when the business of it 
was only to consume its revenues in stately indolence.”
| In the “ Index of matters” at the end of Bingham’s An­
tiquities, this section is thus refered to; “ Bishops allowed to 
resign their sees for the good of the Church.”
“ But this rule,” he says, “as it was intended for 
the benefit of the Church to keep the clergy to 
their duty; so when the benefit ot the Church, or 
any other rcasohable cause required the contrary-, 
might be dispensed with. And we find many such 
resignations or renunciations practiced and some 
allowed by general councils, l’or not to mention 
the case of disability by reason of old age, sick- 
ipess or any other infirmity, in which it was usual 
Tor Bishops to turn over their business to a co-ad- 
jutor, there were two other cases,” &c. Ihe re­
mainder of the section will be found in the 34th 
No. of our last volume. It concludes with these 
words:—“By this we see there were some cases in 
which it was lawful for men to renounce even the 
Episcopal office and betake themselves to a pri­
vate life: the grand rule being in these and other 
cases to do what was most for the benefit and edi­
fication of the Church, and sacrifice private inter­
est to the advantage of the public.” The whole 
as now quoted proves conclusively that there is 
no objection from ecclesiastical usage to the resig­
nation of a Bishop which does not apply with 
equal force to the resignation of a Presbyter or a 
Deacon, We know no other rule but this in refer­
ence to the subject. If this be not the general rule 
which has been referred to in the discussion of the 
subject, we shall be glad to know it, and forthwith 
lay before our readers that for which we have un­
wittingly made it a substitute. If it be, then we 
see no way of avoiding the conclusion that in the 
case of Bishops, as in “all other cases,” resigna­
tions are in entire accordance with ecclesiastical
usage whenever “the benefit and edijication of the 
Church" render them expedient.
From the Spirit of the Pilgrims. 
THE VISIBLE CHURCH THE SAME UNDER
BOTH DISPENSATIONS.
[concluded.]
3. Numerous declarations, which in the Old
Testament were made to the ancient church, are 
in the New Testament applied to the Christian 
church. For instance, it is said in the Psalms, “ I 
will declare thy name unto my brethren; in the 
midst of the congregation I will praise thee.” Ps. 
xxii. 22. But from the Epistle to the Hebrews 
we learn, that this is a declaration of Christ res­
pecting his church. “Both he that sanctifieth 
and they who are sanctified are all of one; for 
which cause he (Christ) is not ashamed to call them 
brethren, saying, ‘ I will declare thy name unto my 
brethren; in the midst of the church will I sing 
praise unto thee.” Heb, ii. Il, 12. ,
It follows, that “the congregation” spoken of 
in the Psalms, and “the church” spoken of in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, are the same body.— 
Again, God said of his ancient church, “I will 
walk among you, and will be your God, and ye 
shall he my people.” Lev. xxvi. 12. The Apos­
tle quotes this language, together with other ex­
pressions from the Old Testament, and applies 
them to the church at Corinth: “ As God hath 
said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them, and 
I will be their God, and they shall be my people, 
i And I will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be 
mv sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty. 
Having, therefore, these promises, dearly beloved, 
let ms cleanse ourselves,” &c. 2 Cor. vi. 16—18. 
How could Paul represent the Corinthian church 
as having these promises, and as being under con­
sequent obligations to cleanse themselves, unless 
he considered them as a branch of the same an­
cient church to which these promises were made?
In the following language God addressed his 
church under the former dispensation; “ If ye will 
obey my voice and keep my covenant, then ye 
shall be a peculiar treasure unto me above all peo­
ple; and ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests, 
and an holy nation.” Ex. xix. 5, 6. In almost the 
same language he addresses his church under the 
Christian dispensation: “Ye are a chosen genera­
tion, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar 
people. 1 Pet. ii. 9.
4. The prophecies of Scripture clearly show that 
the*|)resent visible church is the same with the 
church of Israel. John the Baptist predicted of 
him who should come after him, not that he should 
destroy but that he should “thoroughly pUr<re his 
floor.' Wat. 12. Accordingly the church
was purified, but not destroyed, by the coming of
the Saviour.*
Christ predicted that many should “come from 
the east, and from the west, and sit down with 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of 
heaven,” while “ the children of the kingdom should 
be cast out into outer darkness.” Mat. viii. 11.12, 
What are we to understand here by the phrase, 
“kingdom of heaven?” Not the kingdom of glo­
ry, surely; for none of the children of that king­
dom will ever “be cast into outer darkness.” The 
phrase must denote in this place, as it does in ma­
ny others, the visible church. And the prediction 
of our Saviour was, that when fhe Jews were 
ejected for their unbelief, the Gentiles should 
come and sit down in the same visible church “with 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.”—In the parable of 
the vineyard Christ also predicted, that the same 
vineyard or church, in which the Jews had done 
so wickedly, should be taken from them and given 
to the Gentiles. “The kingdom of God shall be 
taken from you, and given to a nation bringing 
forth the fruits thereof.” Mat. xxi. 43.
In proof of the point under consideration, I 
might adduce numerous quotations from the pro­
phecies of the Old Testament. Indeed all the 
ancient predictions of the ingathering of the Gen­
tiles, and of the future prosperity and glory of the 
church, were made, not to a new church to be 
erected under the Gospel dispensation, but to the 
Zion of the Old Testament—to the church at that 
time existing in Israel. “The Lord shall rise up­
on thee, and his glory shall be seen upon thee, and 
the Gentiles shall come to thy light, and kings to 
the brightness of thy rising. Lift up thine eyes 
roundabout and see: all they gather themselves 
together, they come to thee : Thy sons shall come 
from far, and thy daughters shall be nursed at thy 
side. Then thou shalt see and flow together, and 
thine heart shall fear and be enlarged, because the 
abundance of the sea shall be converted unto thee; 
the forces of the Gentiles shall come unto thee. 
The sons also of them that afflicted thee shall 
come bending unto thee; and all them that des­
pised thee shall bow themselves down at the soles 
of thy feet; and they shall call thee the city of 
the Lord, the Zion of the Holy One of Israel." 
See Isa. chap. ix. There is no resisting the con­
clusion to be drawn from these and similar passa­
ges, hundreds of which might be quoted from the 
Old Testament, but by supposing that it is the 
real and not the visible church which is here ad­
dressed. But how will those who adopt this sup­
position interpret passages like the following? 
“ The children which thou shalt have, after thou 
hast lost the other, shall say again in tliine ears, 
The place is too strait for me, give place to me 
that I may dwell. Then thou shalt say in thine 
heart, Who hath. begotten me these, seeing I 
have lost my children, and am desolate, a captive, 
removing to and fro?” Isa. xlix. 20, 21. Will it 
be pretended that this prediction belongs to the 
real, as distinct from the visible church of God? 
Has the real church ever lost anv of her children ?
Has any real saint ever fallen "finally away?__It
cannot be denied that this and similar predictions 
relate to the visible church of Israel, and establish 
the fact that converted Gentiles under the new 
dispensation are gathered into the same Church,
5. The identity of the church under both dis­
pensations is certain from the declarations of Scrip­
ture.—The Apostle Paul teaches, in the eleventh
Chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, (v. 17_
24,) that the believing Gentiles are Graffed into 
ihe same olive tree from which the unbelieving 
Jews were broken off, and into which the restored 
Jews shall be graffed again. What are we to un­
derstand by this olive tree? Not Christ; for none 
who are truly interested in him are ever broken 
off. Not the real church of God; for the same 
reason. The olive tree represents the visible 
church of God,f whose branches are attached to
* ’fh e pcr‘0(1 of Christ’s advent is spoken of by the Ap< 
tie 1 aul as “the time of reftrmation.” Heb. ix. 10. On t 
theory here opposed, this must have been to the ancient chur 
a time, not of reformation, but destruction. Reformation n 
cessarily implies a continuance of the thing reformed.
f Jeremiah, addressing the church, says, “The Lord call, 
tliy name a green olive tree.'” Chap. xi. 16. Of the chun 
m Israel the prophet Hosea says, “His branches shallsprea 
and his beauty shall be as the olive tree.” Chap. xiv. 6.
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it by a profession of godliness. From this, the 
unbelieving Jews were broken off. Into the same, 
the believing Gentiles are grafted. And into the 
same, the restored posterity of Abraham will at 
length be grafted again. Hence, the sameness 
of the church under both dispensations is in this 
chapter incontestably established.
In further proof of tins point, I shall adduce 
but one passage more. The Apostle, addressing 
his Ephesian brethren, says, “Wherefore, remem­
ber, that ye, being in time past Gentiles in the
flesh ......... were without Christ, being aliens from
the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from the 
covenants of promise, having no hope, and with­
out God in the world.” Chap. ii. II, 12. Does 
this form of expression necessarily imply, that 
.the Ephesians were no longer “without Christ, 
having no hope, and without God in the world ?” 
But it implies with equal certainty, that they were 
no longer “ aliens from the commonwealth of Israel.” 
It is just as clear from this passage that these 
Christian professors were now members of the 
commonwealth or church of Israel, as it is that they 
believed in Christ, enjoyed the comforts of hope, 
or loved and served the God of heaven.
6. There is evidence from fact, that the church, 
under both dispensations, has been the same. 
During Christ’s public ministry, his disciples were 
members of the Jewish church. They attended 
the festivals and other instituted services of that 
church, and ‘walked in all its commandments and 
ordinances blameless.’ After the ascension of 
Christ, we find them pillars in the Christian church. 
Had they in the mean time been cut off from one 
church, and gathered into another? And if so, 
when and how was this done? And what record 
have we in the New Testament of any such pro­
ceeding?—In the hour of Christ’s death, impor­
tant changes were indeed accomplished. The old 
dispensation was abolished, the new one ushered 
in, and the church was purged of its unbelieving 
members; but the stock of the olive tree, with its 
few green branches, remained the same, and into 
it multitudes were speedily engrafted.
In short, nothing can be more evident, than that 
the disciples belonged to the same church on the 
day of Pentecost, and afterwards, to which they 
belonged on the night when they ate the Passover, 
with their blesed Lord. And from this fact it fol­
lows conclusively that the church, under both dis­
pensations, has been the same.
I forbear to press the inferences which natural­
ly result from the truth here established. It will 
occur to every intelligent reader, that if the 
church, under both dispensations, has been the 
same, then the covenant of the church has been 
essentially the same, and children of church mem­
bers are entitled to the seal of the covenant now, as 
they were in former times. The prevailing differ­
ence of opinion in regard to the subject of infant 
baptism, has its foundation deep in the constitution 
of the church, and will not probably be removed, 
until the claims of the Israelitish church are bet­
ter understood, and more truly appreciated.
THE LITTLE HUNCH-BACKED GIRL
O mother, said little Eilen, bursting into tears, 
and throwing her head into her mother’s lap, how 
happy I am, that there is a Hrnve/i; and I wish I
could go to it now; now, dear mother. Mrs. G-----
took the child in her arms, hardly able to speak 
for tears. She well knew the many trials to which 
her unoffending daughter was subjected, and she 
felt for her, as none but mothers similarly situated 
can feel. What has happened to disturb my dear? 
Who has spoken harshly to you? No one, no one, 
mother. And I never mind it much, mother, when 
the little girls do call me names; they dont mean 
any hurt. But, O mother how I might be loved, 
were I as beautiful as my cousin mary. Aunt 
says I am a better child, more gentle and kind but, 
but every body loves cousin Mary the moment 
they see her; and they smile upon her and often 
kiss her. This morning Mary and I were playing 
together, and a lady passed by with a sweet plea­
sant face. I loyed her as soon as I saw her. She 
stopped and praised Mary’s pretty ringlets and 
bright eyes, and kissed her rosy cheeks. Mother, 
I almost wished it was. Then she looked at me 
and said, “poor child,” Then, mother, I could
not keep from weeping. And, she gave me some 
money. She coidd'nt love me and so she gave 
me money. Ellen, Ellen, said the widow, in 
the bitterness of feeling, you will break my heart. 
Mother will you take the money and buy some 
clothes for little John, who comes to the door to 
beg? I shall never bear to think of it. And now, 
Mother, I will read and not feel unhappy any 
more.
I am afraid it troubled Mary to see you so much 
grieved; had you not better go and speak to her, 
my dear?
Not now, mother; I,m afraid she don’t love me 
well as I do her. When I turned to come away, 
she said—What a fool you are to feel so, Ellen; 
the lady might in welcome, have given you the 
kisses, had she given me the money, I should n’t 
mind having a hunch-back if people would give 
me money.
Poor Mary; I’m afraid her beauty will be her 
ruin. Would you not rather be as you are, dear 
Ellen, than feel as Mary does? Yes indeed, mo­
ther. But I have tried to feel and think, that what 
you say is true; that the good are always loved: 
but mother you are mistaken, beauty is loved; peo­
ple hardly ever think of goodness.
My dear, people cannot tell how you think: they 
regard you as a mere child. I love you because 
you are a good and dutiful child. When you ara 
older, others will love you, because you will be 
amiable, useful, and pious. And remember, my 
dear, that our Father above, can see within you a 
soul, far more beautiful than the body of your 
cousin Mary. And in a few years this covering 
of the body will be dropped and we shall all see 
each other, not the bodies, but that part which is 
truly, really ourselves. And then, my dear, good­
ness will be beauty. Can not my daughter wait 
patiently for that time?
Yes, mother, yes, so long as I have you to love. 
But I cannot stay long, to be loved by none but 
you, and pitied by all beside. My love you will 
think less of the opinion of the world, as you live 
longer. You will feel that we are placed here to 
do good to our fellow creature, and be prepared 
for a better world. But mother, can I ever stay 
to be as old as you are? I love the little birds 
and the green trees and the pretty flowers, but 
still the world looks cold and dark and I want to 
be away.
My dear, we must wait our Father’s time.— 
Though your body is homely and deformed, God 
has made your spirit perfect, and that you know, 
will never die, while the most beautiful body will 
soon crumble in the dust. Think, my dear, of the 
great blessings you have received, and not repine 
for those which are withholden, I will mother, and 
be grateful to God for giving me such a mother, 
who taught me to be patient and contented under 
my trials. I might have been ill-natured, and en­
vied dear cousin Mary for her beauty, had God 
given me a different mother.
The widow pressed her closer and closer to her 
heart, and the child and mother wept long and 
bitterly. Ellen many and many have been the 
tears I have shed over you in your infancy, 
for I well knew if your life were spared, all these 
trials awaited you. But my prayers, that you 
might be blesed with a spirit to bear them, have 
been answered. Your good aunt, with her beau­
tiful Mary, is a less happy mother than yours, Ellen.
I will be patient and happy, dear mother, that I 
may grieve you no more, said little Ellen, throwing 
her arms about her mothers's neck. Poor Ellen 
was scarcely eight years old. She had been sub­
jected from her infancy to the thoughtless taunts 
of her young companions, and even when they 
forbore their unkind and inconsiderate remarks, 
they often indirectly and unconsciously wounded 
her sensitive nature, and helped to break her 
young and gentle spirits. She was indeed sore­
ly stricken; her body was stinted and deform­
ed, and her face, with the exception of a very 
sweet and intelligent expression, was remarkably 
plain. She became thoughtful, affectionate and 
contemplative, and dwelt so much on the holiness 
and happiness of heaven that she longed to lay 
her down and die. The widow felt that the 
desire of the child would be gratifieed. She 
saw her little frame wasting away, and a bright
unnatural fire gathering in her eye, while her coun­
tenance sometimes wore an expression almost of 
beauty. Her young spirit seemed already disen­
thralled from every earthly passion and feeling, and 
glowed with an intensity of love, a stretch of in­
tellect and depths of thought, that seemed almost 
supernatural. Her sufferings were slight she was 
able, almost to the last, to go about the house, 
and busy herself with her books and flowers. A 
few moments before her death, she laid herself 
upon the sofa, saying, mother, I am weary and will 
sleep. The mother felt it was her last sleep. She 
kissed her cheek. Ellen opened her eyes, and 
looked up: mother, you will be all alone when I 
am gone, but I shall be so happy you wont wish 
me back, dear mother. How very good our Fa­
ther in Heaven is to let me go so soon! She half 
raised her little arms, as if to embrace her mo­
ther; they fell back; little Ellen had left the body. 
Mrs. G. felt she was indeed a widowed and childless 
woman, but she scarcely wept. She lived many 
years like one who felt she was a “stranger and 
a pilgrim” here, administering to the sick and re­
lieving the wretched and was at length buried 
by the side of her beloved husband and Ellen.— 
Daily Courier.
GAMBLING.
An extract of one of Dr. Nott’s addresses to the 
students of Union College.
* * * * But you do not mean to
gamble nor advocate it. I know it. But I also 
know if you play at all you will ultimately do both. 
It is but a line that separates between innocence 
and sin. Whoever fearlessly approaches this line, 
will soon have crossed it. To keep at a distance, 
therefore, is the part of Wisdom. No man ever 
made up his mind to consign to perdition his soul 
at once. No man ever entered the known aven­
ues which conduct to such an end, with a firm and 
undaunted step. The brink of ruin is approached 
with caution, and by imperceptible degrees; and 
the wretch who now stands fearlessly scoffing there 
but yesterday had shrunk back from the tottering 
cliff’ with trembling.
Do you wish for illustrations? The profligate’s 
unwritten history will furnish it. How inoffen­
sive its commencent—how sudden and how awful 
its catastrophe! Let us review his life. He com­
mences with play: but it is only for amusement.—• 
Next he hazards a trifle to give interest, and is sur­
prised when he finds himself a gainer bv the 
hazard. He then ventures, not without misgivings, 
on a deeper stake. That stake he loses. The loss 
and the guilt oppress him. He drinks to revive 
his spirits. His spirits revived, he stakes to re­
trieve his fotune. Again he is unsuccessful, and 
again his spirits flag, and again the inebriating 
cup revives them. Ere he is aware of it he has be­
come a drunkard; he has become a bankrupt.— 
Resources fail him; his fortune is gone; his char­
acter is gone: his tenderness of conscience is 
gone. God has withdrawn his spirit from him 
The deamon of despair takes possession of his bo­
som; reason deserts him. He becomes a maniac: 
the pistol or the poignard close the scene, and 
with a shriek he plunges, unwept and forgottten 
into hell.
****** As we have 
said, the finished gambler has no heart. The cluh 
with which he herds, would meet, though all its 
members were in mourning. They would meet 
though the place of rendezvous were the camber 
of the dying; They would meet though it were 
an apartment in the charnel house. Not even the 
death of kindred can effect the gambler. He 
would play upon his brother’s coffin: he would 
play upon his father’ ssepulchre.
When a man is assured God hath given him 
his Son, he will then easily be induced to believe 
and expect, “how shall he not with him give me all 
things?” If once he looks upon God as a Father, 
he will then easily conceive what Christ says, If 
fathers that are evil pan give good things to their 
children, how much more shall your Father give 
his spirit to them that ask him? and if he gave 
his Son, when we did not pray to him, how much 
more shall he with him give us all things we pray 
for?—Goodwin.
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From the Christian Intelligence. 
ANECDOTE OF DIL MEYERS.
The venerable Dr. Meyers, while pastor of the 
united churches of Ponipton, Totowa, and Horse- 
neck, in New Jersey, resided in the patsonage, of 
the Pequanac river, near its junction with the 
Passaic. There being much ground unenclosed 
in the neighborhood, and the rivers being quite 
meandering in their course, almost all the neigh­
bouring farmers raised geese, and usually bore 
without a murmur the little inconvenience they oc­
casionally suffered frem each others flocks.—Mr.
JR...................a neighbor of the Doctor and an
enemy to the Gospel, came one morning to the 
gate of the parsonage with his gun in his hand, 
and in the most angry tone called to the Doctor 
who was just stepping out on the piazza, here Do­
minie, here are two of your geese, (throwing them 
over the fence, (and I mean to kill all you have, 
uunless you keep them shut up, or keep them on 
your own premises ; Good morning Mr. R. How 
do you do? IIow is Mrs. R? How are the chil- 
dien? Walk in—was the Doctor’s reply. No, 
Sir, I can’t; Dominie you must keep your guese 
at home. Good morning. Mr. R. walk in, I want 
to see you, said the Doctor. Summoning up all 
his resolution, and determined to fight it out with 
Dominie, Mr. R. entered. After spending an 
hour with Dr. Meyers in entertaining and useful 
conversation, on many subjects, in no way connec­
ted with killing of geese, to which the doctor in­
sensibly led his guest, and having been regaled 
with a glass of excellent current wine, which was 
then a new beverage, Mr. R. ventured to allude to 
the geese. O, don’t speak a word on that subject 
said the Doctor, I am sorry they have been trou­
blesome to you, and I will take care of them in 
future. It is almost unnecessary to add, that Mr. 
R. became from that moment the firm friend of 
Dr. Meyers, and frequently told in what manner 
ccals of fire had been heaped upon his head by 
his beloved paster.
REV. C. C. COLTON.
Perhaps no man ever possessed a better tact at 
writing than the Rev. Mr. Colton ; and perhaps no 
loan ever more abused faculties, or departed more 
essentially in his practice from his preaching.— 
His Lacon has been considered a master-peice both 
in style and sentiment, and has been a model of 
imitation for more authors than perhaps any other 
work extant. Even the poor “item” makers of 
the preseat day attach a double consequence to 
any wandering thought which may chance to re­
semble Lacon.
As the Rev. Mr. Colton has gone beyond the 
reach of either praise or detraction, an impartial 
sketch of the leading incidents of his life may not 
be uninteresting.—He was a fellow of King’s Col­
lege, Cambridge, and afterward minister at Kew. 
He wrote several small works of little note, but 
in 1820 he published his celebrated Lacon, which 
commanded universal admiration. Perhaps no 
book extant contains more moral truisms in few­
er words. For a while he was quite successful in 
his ministry; but he soon took to gambling and 
other extravagances, and became involved in debt 
so that he was obliged to leave England. He has 
been for about seven years living at Paris in the 
most pitiable circumstances, among what are de­
nominated the hells, a living monument of the 
vice of gambling; and he has at last finished his 
unhappy career and given verity in his dying mo­
ments to the following sentiments in Lacon.
“The gamester, if he dies a martyr to his pro­
fession, is doubly ruined. lie adds his soul to 
every other loss, and by the act of suicide renoun­
ces earth to forfeit heaven.”—Lowell Journal.
GREAT INCREASE OF POPERY IN BRITAIN.
I will state to the meeting the apparatus of Po­
pery—the outward and visible externals of the 
tystem; and shall satisfy myself with that as a cri­
terion of its increase; because I assume that when 
a chapel is built, there is a congregation ready to 
occupy it: and, therefore, in proving the extent 
ot the machinery, I prove the multiplication of 
those for whom it is devised. It appears, then, by 
the Roman-Catholic Dictionary, that in 1796, there
were only two chapels in London, besides those 
for the embassadors—at the present time, the 
number I am told, is twenty-five. Out of Lo1’- 
don, there were, in 1796, ten Roman C«t o .c 
chapels—now there are four hundred and nine­
ty-six. There were in 1796, no Roman Catholic 
colleges in England; and only two or three schoo s 
not of an ecclesiastical character, but in which 
Roman Catholic pupils were taught at the pie- 
sent day, in England, there are nine Roman Ca­
tholic colleges, overflowing with students; and 
upwards of sixty schools, most of them in con­
nexion with Monastic Institutions. I call the at­
tention of the meeting to the machinery of the 
system. Most of these chapels are overflowing. 
In some of the principal towns, there are upward 
of 40,000 Roman Catholics; and they are acting 
upon and pervading the whole body of the popu­
lation by their deteriorating influence.—J. E. Gor­
don, Esq. M. P.
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The absence of the Editor must account for the want of 
editorial matter,
Sunday School Anniversary.—The following is a report 
of the state of the Sunday Schools connected with Kenyon 
College, as given at the last Anniversary of the Society held 
on the day preceding the College Commencement: —
REPORT.
Your Committee would beg leave to report as follnws:—In 
Monroe township there is a school nnder the charge of Mr. 
Emerson, distant from the College three miles—number of 
scholars. 30, teachers 3, volumes in the library 125. In Har­
rison township, distant five miles, there is a school under the 
care of Mr. Myers—the number of scholars enrolled is about 
80, regular attendants between 30 and 40, books in the library 
to the number of 80. There is another school in this town­
ship numbering 22 scholars under Mr. Edmondson’s charge. 
There is one also in this township under'the caee of Mr. Wm. 
Hodges with 47 scholars. In Pleasant township there is a
school under the charge of Mr. D. Minor, with 40 scholars__
the library belonging to the school contains 220 bound volumes 
besides a number of small books and tracts. There is a school 
in Clinton township, distant seven miles, under the care of Mr. 
Badger—number of scholars 49, number of teachers 4, num­
ber of volumes in the library 85, besides a few testaments, 
hymn and spelling books. On Schenk’s Creek there is a 
school under the care of Mr. LeCompt—here a society has 
been formed and $10 raised, with which a library has been 
purchased—number of scholars on record 48, about 30 regular 
attendants—Several of the scholars have attached themselves 
to the Methodist Church. There is another school in this 
township under the care of Mr. Brooke, with about 40 scho­
lars, most of whom are well advanced—Number of volumes 
in the library 80. There is also a school under the charge of 
Mr. McGuire, which has 50 scholars enrolled, about 25 regu­
lar attendants—there is a Bible class consisting of the teachers 
and larger members of the school—two of its original teach­
ers have become students of this Institution—During the past 
summer a Temperance Society has been formed in the neigh­
borhood consisting of 26 members, There is a school at Mil- 
wood, eight miles from the College, under the charge of Mr. 
J. Blackburn, averaging in the winter from 30 to 40, in the 
summer from 65 to 70—A library of $17 in value has been 
formed—Mr. Blackburn has had charge of another school at­
tended by about 40 scholars, with a considerable library. 
There is a school in Monroe township, under the care of Mr. 
II. S. Smith, numbering 96 scholars and 9 teachers__The
between '10 and 50 members—A Temperance Society has late­
ly been formed consisting of 13 members. Mr. Smith also 
reports another school in Clinton township with upwards of
70 scholars, and funds to the amount of $15 for a library__A
Bible class with between 50 and 60 members,—This school is 
distant from the College eight miles.
Besides the above mentioned schools, there are some others 
which have not been reported.
The whole number of regular scholars reported is nearly 
700. The several libraries have been considerably increased, 
and the schools in general are in a flourishing condition. In 
presenting this report we cannot but feel the liveliest gratitude 
to the lather of mercies for the success which has attended 
our feeble efforts. We have reason to suppose that our labors
have been in vain, and we have abundant reason to hope 
that in the great day many of our scholars may meet us at the 
right hand of God.
At Gambier, on Wednesday the 12th inst. by the Rev. 
William Sparrow, Mr. Heman Dyer, Principal of the Clas­
sical Department of the Grammar School, to Miss Almira 
Douglass, both of the above place.
On Sunday, the 16th inst. at Marietta, by the Rev. Mr. 
Bingham, Mr. John Kendrick, Professor in Kenyon Col. 
lege, to Miss Julia Guitteau of the former place.
On Sunday morning last, at the Episcopal Church in Lock- 
port, N. York, by Rev. Mr. Brown, Rev. George Denison, 
Professor in Kenyon College, to Miss Jennette B. Ralston, 
of the former place.
DIED.
On Monday last, Mr. Wm. K. Lamson, an old and very 
respectable citizen of this town, aged about 56. The deceased 
had been, for many years, an exemplary member of the Pro­
testant Episcopal Church; and was highly esteemed as a pious 
and upright man, and a useful member of society. He was 
a native of Connecticut, and has left a disconsolate wife, and 
several children, together with many friends and acquaintances 
to deplore his loss__ Ohio S. Journal.
A few days since, in the city of Baltimore, of the Cholera 
Peter H. Cruse, Esq., Assistant Editor of the Patriot— 
gentleman of fine talents, and most amiable character—in the 
prime of life, and in the midst of his usefulness.
REZ.IO-ZOVS INTELLIGENCE.
Trinity Chapel, Fairfield—On Wednesday the 29th 
inst, the corner stone of this Church was laid in the following 
order:—At 3 o’clock, P. M. the services of the occasion were 
commenced, in a spacious shade near the present temporary 
chapel, with Evening Prayer conducted by the Rev. Joseph 
H. Nichols, minister of the Monumental Church, Richmond, 
Va. A procession was then formed, of citizens, the wardens 
and vestry of the parish, the building committee and clergy, 
which proceeded to the site selected. On arriving at the site, 
the front of the procession opened, and as the clergy advanced 
the 1320 Psalm was said by the Rector and others__ Appro­
priate prayers were then offered by the Rev. Jackson Kemper, 
D. D. Rector of St. Paul’s, Norwalk. The Rector of the 
parish deposited in the cavity, the Holy Bible, the Book of 
Common Prayer, the Charge of the Rt. Rev. Bishop Brow­
nell, the Journal of the last Convention of the Diocese, the 
last No. of the Watchman, a list of the Officers of the parish, 
and of the patrons of the building, with sundry other docu­
ments. The cavity was then closed, the cap-stone placed in 
its position, and the following words pronounced—“Other 
foundation can no man lay than is laid, which is Jesus Christ, 
(laying his hand upon the stone) “In the name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.” The 100th Psalm 
was next sung in its appropriate tune, after which an address 
was delivered by the Rev. Francis L.. Hawks, Rector of St. 
Thomas’, New-York.—Episcopal Watchman.
Ordination—In St. John’s Church, Ithica, on the 8th inst. 
the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onderdonk admitted the Rev. J. D. 
Carden, the minister of that Church, to the holy order of 
Priests—the Rev. II. Gregory and the Rev. Lucius Car­
ter. The same day the Bishop confirmed in the same place 
ten persons.
The Rev. John Croes has been elected Rector of Christ 
Church, New-Brunswick, N. J., which had been rendered 
vacant by the death of his father, Bishop Croes, who had held 
the rectorship more than thirty years. Mr. Croes has accept­
ed the invitation.
The Bible in Persia.—The Rev. Aug. Dittrich and L. 
G. Pfander, in a letter to the Directors of the British and 
Foreign Bihle Society, dated Shushi, Jan. I, 1832, say.
The sphere of our distributions of the Scriptures was more 
limited in the past year than in the previous one. With the 
exception of the journey of our fellow-laborer, Pfander, 
through Persia, no tour of extent could be undertaken. They 
were therefore chiefly circulated in the provinces of Karabagh, 
Nochitsheran, Erivan, Georgia, Scheki, Scbamocki, and Ba­
ku. It was only within the last few days that we had an op­
portunity of forwarding a considerable portion of the Scrip­
tures to the Persian cities of Tebriz, Hamedan, Ispahan, and 
Teheran, where individuals have manifested a desire to obtain 
them. We hope that, under the blessing of the Lord, this 
beginning in Persia will gradually lead to an extensive dissem­
ination of the word of God in that country.
There still continues to be a great demand for the Ancient 
American Psalter, which is really a desideratum for churches 
and schools. We deem it our duty therefore to repeat our 
wishes for an addition of it; and would suggest that Moscow 
would be a suitable place for it to be printed at, where we 
could get it done through our friends there.
We beg leave to tender our warmest thanks to your respect­
ed Society for the generous supply of Scriptures voted to us 
on the 2d of August, and communicated to us by the Com­
mittee of the Protestant Missionary Society; and trust in the 
Lord that he will enable us to circulate them beneficially, both 
among, the Christian and Mahomedan inhabitants of those 
countries. Whilst the missionary station at Bagdad is more 
especially the place for the distribution of Arabic and Syriac 
Scriptures, Shushi is more particularly calculated for circula­
ting Persian, Armenian, and occasionally Turkish and He­
brew copies of the word of God. Hence it is chiefly copies 
in the Persian and Armenian, though also in the Turkish 
and Hebrew, that we require to be furnished with here ia 
Shushi-
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With regard to our distributions, we adhere to the maxim 
of selling as many copies as possible at moderate prices: the 
great poverty, however, of many of the inhabitants, and the 
prevailing ignorance of the generality, who know not the val- ( 
ue of the word of God, and are consequently indifferent to , 
the possession of it, produce numerous cases among Chris- I 
tians in which copies must necessarily be given away gratis, 
in order to render the sacred volume better known, and to I 
excite a more general hunger after it.
If we are asked to state what fruits have been produced by 
the dissemination of the Bible, we must own that, generally 
speaking, the copies sent forth may be considered hitherto as 
seeds committed to the ground, which are proceeding in a 
state of tranquil vegetation; although, at the same time, we 
are happy to say that here and there symptoms of their salu­
tary effects have been witnessed. Mahomedans, who formerly 
were unwilling to accept of a Persian New-Testament, are 
now excited to peruse it, and are salutarily impressed by it. 
Armenians read the New-Testament now more frequently, 
and use it much more in their schools; which in part, owe 
their recent formation to an increased desire of reading the 
sacred scriptures. A small number of souls, however, have 
been enabled, by the grace of Christ, to find in the Gospel of 
Jesus the way of life and salvation, and make daily use of it 
as the means of growing in grace and in the knowledge of Je­
sus Corist. There are also Jews in our neighborhood, who, 
as we have learned, have, through the reading of the Holy 
Scriptures, been excited to search more deeply into divine 
truths.
Improving State of Prussia—We have heard much of 
the infidelity and superstition which cover the continent: but 
it will be consolitory to the meeting to learn, that the Sun of 
Righteousness has risen in Germany, In the seats of learn­
ing in that country many of the professors of divinity are sin­
cere believers in the Lord Jesus; and many, who before boasted 
of their infidelity, now hide themselves, and no longer wish to 
be called by the name which they had hitherto borne, but to 
be ranked among true believers. The Kiug of Prussia and 
the Crown Prince are doing all in their power to promote the 
knowledge of God: I could mention many instances of this: 
but will content myself with stating, that, recently, the Crown 
Prince exerted himself to place a pious and learned believer 
in the Lord Jesus, in the vacant chair of one of the leading 
seminaries of that country. We have increased in our Bible 
Societies, and have recently been enabled to send more Mis­
sionaries to South Africa. There has been, of late, a great 
movement among the Roman Catholics of my country ; many 
even of their clergy have shaken off the fetters which had 
bound them, and are directing their congregations to read and 
study the Scriptures. A spirit of prayer is greatly increas­
ing.—Rev. T. Fliedner.
Bishop of Calcutta__ The Bishop of Calcutta has set sail
for his Diocese, amidst the prayers, and hopes, and anxieties, 
of the friends of religion throughout the land, evinced in a 
manner that proves how much his pious, zealous, and consist­
ent course as a minister of Christ has won upon the public es­
teem and regard. It is a very gratifying proof that, even in 
these days of manifold evil, there is no want of respect for the 
sacred ministry, where its members, of whatever grade, live, 
in any humble measure, according to the spirit of their solemn 
obligations.— Christian Observer.
Rev. George Stanley Faber, the well-known writer of ma­
ny popular theological treatises, has been presented to the Mas­
tership of Sherbourne Hospital by his diocesan the Bishop of 
Durham.
LITERARY.
Commencement of Brown University.—Extract of a let­
ter dated Providence, September 6.—The Commencement of 
Brown University was celebrated here yesterday. There 
were very few strangers present; but the young gentlemen 
who graduated were favored with a large audience, who re­
ceived gratification from the evidence given them of a decided 
improvement in composition and delivery. While there was 
no performance distinguished for brilliancy, a tone of tranquil 
good sense was noticeable in them all: and it is high time 
that our collegians generally should understand that this qual­
ity is incompatible with the bombastic flourishes, and furious 
gesticulations, which disfigure too many of their exhibitions. 
In this connexion, it ought not to be omitted, that Dr. Jona­
than Barber, now Instructor of Oiatory in Harvard Univer­
sity, has done more for that Institution and Yale College, in 
the practical business of making good speaking, than all the 
professors in the rhetorical department put together, whom 
they have ever had; and his influence, through the lectures he 
has delivered here, and the instructors of Brown University 
is, perhaps, not unfelt among our students. The common 
excuse for the extravagances that have been rebuked, is the 
vivacity of youth: but let it be remembered that a vivid ima­
gination and warm feelings do not express themselves in un­
meaning rant and rhapsody, and that the great and most suc­
cessful orators have not been noted for fighting the air with 
incoherent gestures.
The honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred 
on the Rev. Mr. McIlvaine, of Brooklyn, L. I.; a com­
pliment to which this distinguished divine was justly entitled 
by his character as an eloquent preacher, a sound and power­
ful writer, and an eminent Christian pastor. We understand 
that he has endeared himself still more to the people of his 
■charge, and to the benevolent public, by his untiring ministra­
tions during the prevalence of Cholera at Brooklyn. Such 
men confer honor, in receiving it, upon our literary institu­
tions.
In the afternoon, an Oration was pronounced before the 
Phi Beta Kappa Society of the University, by Thoroa Met- 
•calf, Esq. of Dedham, Mass—W. Y, Com, Adv.
Columbia College—The formalities of Commencement have 
been dispensed with this year on account of the cholera. In 
the mean time the usual degrees have been conferred on the 
class whose course is just complete, 28 in number, and the 
medals of honor awarded. The honorary degree of D. D. 
was conferred upon the Rev. Henry Anthon, one of the as­
sistant ministers of Trinity Church, and on the Rev. Francis 
E. Hawks, Rector of St. Thomas’ Church in this city. The 
next term of the College will commence on Monday the 1st of 
October, Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class 
will be examined on the 2Cth of September—N. Y. Mess.
Williams College.—The annual Commencement of this In­
stitution was held on the 5th inst. The degree of A. B. was 
conferred on 18 young gentlemen; that of A. M. in course 
on 4, and honorary on 2; that of M. D. in course on 7, and 
honorary on 4. “ At the close of the regular exercises of the
morning, an address before the Alumni was delivered by Pro­
fessor C. Dewy, of Pittsfield, Mass. Of this address, says the 
Albany Argus, we cannot speak in too enthusiastic terms.”— 
Hereafter the annual commencement is to be held on the 3d 
Wednesday in August, instead of the first Wednesday in Sep­
tember. From the Triennial Catalogue which has been sent 
us by a friend, it appears that the whole number of graduates 
from the origin of the Institution to the present time, is 1137,
of whom 958 are still living__ Clergymen 399, of whom 248
are still living; Physicians 214, of whom 210 are still liv­
ing.—lb.
The Commencement of Bowdoin College took place on 
Wednesday the 12th inst. The number of graduates was 27. 
The oration delivered by Mr. Johnson, and the poem by Mr. 
Longfellow, before the Phi Beta Kappa Society on Thursday 
are spoken of in terms of commendation.—lb.
Teachers' Convention__ A Convention of Teachers, from a
number of the Western States, is to be held at Cincinnati on 
the first Wednesday of October next, for the purpose of de­
vising means “ to promote the interests of Education, and to 
secure the co-operation of parents, and the friends of science, 
in aid of scholastic institutions, whether they are of a public, 
or a private character.” Arrangements have been made for 
a four days’ meeting; and several gentlemen, distinguished for 
their literary and scientific attainments! have consented to de­
liver addresses suited to the occasion. Teachers, and the 
friends of education generally, are invited to attend.
Western Magazine.—Messrs. Corey & Fairbank of this city, 
propose to publish a new periodical, to be called the “Western 
Magazine,” edited by James Hall, Esq. It is contemplated 
as a continuance of the Illinois Magazine, which has been 
published two years, under the superintendence of Mr. Hall, 
who has contributed most of the matter from his own resour­
ces.—Cincinnati Gazette.
The Indian War—over The last St. Louis Times states
that Black Hawk, the Prophet, and eleven other head men 
of the Sacks and Foxes, who, together with about 50 warriors 
of less note, had been captured a few days before by a party 
of the Winnebagoes, arrived in that place on the 7th inst. on 
their way to Jefferson Barracks, ten miles below the City 
where they are to be detained as hostages for the peaceable 
conduct of their respective tribes, until the existing difficul­
ties shall be definitively settled. The capture of those chiefs, 
and the total dispersion of their followers, it was believed, 
would effectually secure the permanent tranquility of the fron­
tier; and the volunteers and militia, who had turned out in its 
defence, had been disbanded, and allowed to return home. 
We regret to add, that the Cholera had made its appearance 
among the United States troops at Rock Island; and that 
three officers and a number of privates had been already num­
bered among its victims at the latest dates. A few fatal cases 
had likewise occurred at Galena.
Melons should he looked upon—not touched—they are cis­
terns filled with poison. A penalty ought to be exacted from 
those who are so forgetful of the health of our citizens, and so 
penurious in their speculations, as to traffic in the vile article. 
A New-York paper gives anether in addition to the thousand 
instances in which it has been proven that they should he utter­
ly and forever discarded from our tables.—“If any fnrther 
proof were wanting (says the New-York Gazette) to show the 
poisonous effects of melons, we state a fact, and can give names, 
tied., by which four persons, from eating immoderately of mel­
ons, were all seized on Monday about the same time, and all 
died in a few hours. This occurred a few days since at a 
boarding house iu the lower end of Maiden-lane. The de­
ceased persons were warned of their danger by the landlord, 
but to no effect.”—Phila. Sat. Courier.
Liberality—We understand that Miss Mary Belknapp, re­
cently deceased, in her will, in addition to a large number of 
bequests to individuals, has not forgotten the public charitable 
institutions of our city, hut has bequeathed to the
Boston Medical Dispensary, $1000
Overseers of the Poor, 1000
Boston Asylum for Boys, 1000
Eye and Eear Infirmary, . 1000
Americen Bible Society, 1000
American Tract Society, 500
American Education Society, 1500
Seaman’s Friend Society, 500
Tne residue of her estate, which is supposed to amount to 
$60,000, is given to the Massachusetts General Hospital.— 
Boston Palludium.
Enlightened munificence.—Onr lamented friend, the late 
William H. Maynard, says the Albany Journal, has bequeath­
ed Twenty thousand dollars, to Hamilton College, for the 
purpose of endowing a Law Professorship in that Institution.
Liberality—A rich Jew at Copenhagen has lately left the 
large sum of 35,000 thalers (say 35,000 rix dollars) to differ­
ent schools, and other charitable foundations, without regard
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to any religious persuasion, and for the benefit equally of Jew#
and Christians.
Munifcent Donations.—The late Thomas Young, Esq. of 
Savannah, in his last will and testament, made the followipg 
bequests:—
To the Savannah Female Asylum, (an institution estab­
lished for the support and education of orphan female chil­
dren,) - . - - $.5000
To the Union Society, (for the support and education 
of orphan boys,) - - 5000
To the Free School, - - 5000
To the Savannah Poor House and Hospital, 5000
Curious Legacy.—One Philip Bosquet, who lately died at 
Amsterdam, has bequeathed a legacy to a certain benevolent 
society, on condition that two fruit trees shall be planted over 
his grave, and that the fruit shall be publicly sold at auction 
every year, in order that the receptacles of the dead may he 
rendered useful and beneficial to the living.
Genuine Liberality.—Some noble hearted individual in Lon­
don lately sent, anonymously, four hundred pounds to each 
of the four following societies;—the Home Missionary, Brit­
ish and Foreign Bible, Religious Tract, and London Mission­
ary Society. The whole sum, in American currency, is $7,- 
110 44—‘Let not thy left hand know what thy right hand 
doeth.”
Emigrants.—Up to the first of August, a fraction over 
33,000 emigrants arrived at this port from Europe this season 
—by this time, the number is increased to above 40,000! !! 
Rather more than this number have reached this season, Que­
bec and Montreal, many of whom find their way into the U. 
States. If we add to the above the emigrants that have ar­
rived at Baltimore and Philadelphia, and those which will yet 
arrive before the winter season, it will be found that not much 
less than 200,000 persons have been added to our population 
the present season—We ask, what is to result from this inun­
dation of all sorts of people from Europe.—N. Y. Gazette.
Value of the right of Suffrage in England.—The Liverpool 
Mercury publishes some remarkable facts, taken from a record 
which has been made out, of the sums paid to voters by the 
two parties at the last Liverpool election. It appears that of 
the 2,186 freemen who voted for Mr. Ewart, 1,303 town vo­
ters received 19,602Z., making an average of 15k 0s. 10.)<k per 
man. Of the 2,149, who voted for Mr. Dennison, 1,336 re­
ceived 22,359k, making an average of 16k 14s. iffl. per man. 
We understand that on neither side are all the out-voters in­
cluded in these statemenes, so that the number bribed must 
have been considerably greater than that stated above.
It is stated under the date of Rome, July 4, that the Pope, 
Gregory XVI., had concluded a convention, on the 10th of 
June, with an American company for the exclusive sale of salt 
fish in the Roman States. Joseph Bonaparte, ex-king of 
Spain, is at the head af this company. It pays to the politi­
cal chamber annually for the privilege 50,01)0 crowns, for 12 
years; it besides pays down the further sum of 300,000 crowns. 
This last sum has been paid by Madame Letitia Bonaparte, 
for her son. <
Electric Fluid.—While several trains of Coal Cars were re­
turning to the Mines, on Friday last, during a thunder storm, 
the iron rails on the road were observed to be sparkling with 
electrid fluid, which conducted along them for the distance of 
several rods, passing three train of cars, and knocking down 
four mules attached to them. No injury was sustained either 
by the road, cars, or mules—Maueh Chunk Courier.
Extract of a letter dated Windsor, Mug. 13.—“We had* 
smart shock of an earthquake here on Sunday morning, at 
about quarter before five. It appears to have been very sensi­
bly felt at the College, Academy, and the neighborhood of 
Spa Spring. I understand at the former place it cracked 
some of the plaistering.
Dr. Kirkland—A letter has been published in Boston from 
Dr. Kirkland, late President of Harvard University, dated 
Alexandria, Egypt, April 26, 1832. The Doctor and his 
lady were in health, and expected to sail from Alexandria to 
Giaffa, or the ancient Joppa, on their way to Jerusalem. They 
had visited Cairo, the Pyramids, the mummy pits, Memphis, 
and the prostrate statue of Sesostris.—N. Y. W. Messenger
The Blessings of a Weak Government.—The Saxon army, 
one of the bravest and most patriotic in Germany, was com­
pelled to change sides five or six times in the space of eight 
years—viz: In 1807, it fought for Prussia against France; 
in 1808, for France against Prussia; in 1809, for Franca 
against Austria; in 1812, «n7/t Austria against Russia; in 
1813, for France against Austria, Russia, and Prussia; and 
in 1814 and 1815, with these three powers against France.
Ardent spirits will not be advertised in this paper. This is 
our determination, for which we ask no man’s thanks, and fear 
no man’s frown.—Hampshire Gazette.
Sir Walter Scott had had a slight relapse, but was again 
more comfortable.
Rev. Dr. Curtis, ‘Catholic Primate of all Ireland,’died 
July 26th, of Cholera, aged 92.
A frightful epidemic resembling the Cholera, is stated to 
prevail among the Russian troops in Poland, and the Austrian 
troops in Gallacia. In one regiment it carried off 800 men.
The British Privy Council have confirmed the decree of 
the Governor General of India, against Suttees—the immola­
tion of widows by burning.
Some of the most opulent fruit sellers who had supplied tht 
London market, had lost El00 a week, on account of the 
cholera interdiction on eating.
“Paris,” says Mirabcau, “is a city of pleasure, amusement, 
&c. where four-fifths of the people die broken-hearted.”
At Aix-la- Chapelle, from 50,000 to 60,000 pilgrims had 
arrived on the 15th ult. to perform their devotion at the shria# 





There is a calm for those who weep,
A rest for weary pilgrims found;
They softly lie, and sweetly sleep
Low in the ground.
The storm that wrecks the wintry sky,
No more disturbs their sweet repose,
Than summer evening’s latest sigh,
That shuts the rose.
I long to lay this painful head
And aching heart beneath the soil,
To slumber in that dreamless bed
From all my toil.
For misery sought me at my birth,
And cast inc helpless on the wild;
I perish! O, my mother earth,
Take home thy child.
On thy dear lap, these limbs reclined,
Shall gently moulder into thee;
Nor leave one wretched trace behind,
Resembling me.
There is a calm for those who weep,
A rest for weary pilgrims found:
And while their mouldering ashes sleep 
Low in the ground;
The Soul, (of origin divine,
God’s glorious image,) freed from clay,
in heaven’s eternal sphere shall shine 
A star of day.
The Sun is but a spark of fire,
A transient meteor in the sky;
The soul !—immortal as its sire—
Shall never die! [Montgomery.
MISCELLANY.
The Lost Bov__ The following interesting fact is related
bv Rev. J. IL Stewart, in his account of the Wreck of the 
Rothsay Castle:—“Amidst these almost overwhelming dis­
tresses, involving in one general calamity men, women, chil­
dren, and even tender infants, it is a rest to the heart to turn 
for a moment to some special marks of Divine mercy. I am 
sure my very dear friend, the following incident, related to me 
by the father of the boy, will deeply affect you. He was near 
die helm with bis child, grasping his hand, till the waves roll­
ing over the quarter deck and taking with them several per­
sons who were standing near them, it was no longer safe to 
remain there. The father took his child in his hand, and ran 
towards the shrouds, but the boy could not mount with him. 
He cried out, therefore, “ Father! Father! do net leave me!” 
But finding that his son could not climb with him, and that 
bis own life was in danger, he withdrew his hand. When 
morning came, the father was conveyed on shore with some 
otlier passengers who were preserved, and as he was landing, 
he said within himself, “ How can 1 sec my wife, without hav­
ing our boy with me?” When, however, the child’s earthly 
parent let go his hand, his heavenly Father did not leave him. 
! le was washed off the deck, but happily clung to a part of the 
wreck on which some other of the passengers were floating.— 
With them he was miraculously preserved. When he was 
landing, not knowing of his father’s safety, he said, “ It is no 
use to take me ashore now I have lost my father.” He was 
however carried, much exhausted, to the same house where 
his father had been sent, and actually placed in the same bed, 
unknown to either, till clasped in each other’s arms. When 
we read the interesting fact, regarding this poor ship boy, let 
us remember the words of David, “ When my father and my 
mother forsake me, then the Lord taketh me up.”
Frederick W. Aucustus Baron de Steuben.—After 
General Arnold treacherously deserted liis post at We ct Point, 
the Baron de Steuben never failed to manifest his indignation 
and abhorrence of his name and character; and while inspeetr 
ing Colonel Shelden’s regiment of light horse, the name of 
Arnold struck his ear. The soldier was ordered to the front. 
He was a fine looking fellow, with horse and equipments in 
excellent order. “ Change your name, brother soldier,” said 
General Steuben; “you are too respectable to bear the name 
of a traitor.”
“ What name shall I take, General?"
“ Take any other name. Mine is at your service.”
Most cheerfully was the offer accepted; and bis name was 
entered on the roll as Steuben. He or his children now en­
joy lands given to him in the town of Steuben by the Baron. 
This brave soldier met him after the war. “ I am well settled, 
General,” said he, “and have a wife and son. I have called 
my son after you sir.”
“ I thank you my friend. What name have you given the 
boy?” 1
“ I called him Baron. What else could I call him?”
Extraordinary instance of Canine Sagacity__ We have
seen and read many instances of the almost incredible ap­
proaches to human reason by the dog—but few more astonish­
ing than one which recently occurred.
A gentleman, who had been residing several weeks at West 
Point and kept his dog, a fine setter, there, went with him a 
few days since as far as Newburgh, in the steamboat; and car­
ried him thence about twenty miles into the interior, where he 
left him in charge of a servant. On Wednesday last the ani­
mal was missed, and after having fruitless search made for 
Vim was given up as lost. His owner, in going up the river
Point and it was afterwards discovers ' master had
wav to Newburgh, hung about the Hotel where bis master had 
X. "until *the boat from New York made ^pevance at 
the wharf. Discovering the d.reetion of W?'ve.
ed to the house, and when the “ down boat arr ved, be duib 
erately got on board and took bis passage for Cozzeni .Hotel, 
and upon landing, made his way immediately to h s ^ Quar­
ters. It is worthy of remark, that he bad been but once be­
fore to the place whence he escaped.-iV. Y. Standard.
The largest Flower and the largest Bird. I 181 , 
Dr. Arnold discovered in the island of Sumatra, a tower which 
lie named the Kaffisia Arnoldi, and which an author lias called 
with much justice, ‘the magnificent Titan of the vegetable 
kingdom.’ The human mind indeed had never conceived 
such'a flower; its circumference when expanded is nme feet, 
its nectarium calculated to bold nine pints—the pistils are as 
large as cow’s horns, and the entire weight of the blossom 
computed to he fifteen pounds. Temple, in his recent travels 
in Peru, states that lie shot a condor,find from notes taken on 
the spot, gives us the following dimensions of its size:-r-Vv heli 
the wings are spread, they measure forty feet in extent, from 
pent to point, the feathers are twenty feet in length, and the 
quill part 8 inches in circumference. This almost realizes the 
fabled roe of Sinbad in the Arabian Nights, but its dimen­
sions, as here given, rests on good and very recent authority----
The Pmnv Muoazine.
Persian Maxims__ Consider the end before you begin, and
before you advance, provide a retreat.'
Give not unnecessary pain to any man, but study the hap- 
piness of all.
Ground not your dignity upon your ability to hurt others. 
Take counsel before you commence any measure, and never
trust its execution to the inexperienced.
Sacrifice your property for your life, and your life for your
religion.
Spend your time in establishing a good name, and if you 
desire fortune learn contentment.
Grieve not for that which is broken, stolen, burnt or lost. 
Covet not the goods of others.
The Beauties of the Deep.—Silliman’s Journal of Sci­
ence contains the account of the descent of a diving bell in 
the harbor of Portsmouth, N. H. Two men were endeavor­
ing to fish up from the oozy bed a gondola laden with bar iron 
which was sunk thirty or forty years ago.
They continued under water upwards of an hour, and were 
seventy feet below the surface. In a clear day they could read 
a coarse print at this depth. As they moved the pebbles at 
the bottom of the river, the fish rushed in, in great numbers, 
coming up like a flock of chickens to be fed.
“They are so unacquainted with man,
Their tameness is shocking to me.”
No prismatic colors, no cave of antiparos, no changes in the 
kaleidoscope, no woodlands bending with icy sleet, are equal in 
beauty to the scenery described by the adventurers, at the bot­
tom of the Piscataqua.
Improving Gun Barrels—Some of the Swedish peasant­
ry are so superstitious as to go twenty or thirty miles to find 
out a spring which runs to the north, in order to let the spring 
water run through the gun-barrel, while in the mean time they 
say,—“Shoot west—shoot east—shoot south—shoot north,” 
when the cure is effected. It is also considered a good cure 
for a gun that does not kill, to put a serpent into the barrel 
and shoot it out; whence, it has happened that many barrels 
have been burst. Several otlier such fooleries might be men­
tioned. The peasantry in general believe in witchcraft, and 
that a good and lucky sportsman can shoot as much as he wish­
es, and call to him beast and bird, as soon as he had attained 
to that degree that lie has become acquanted with the Lady of 
the Wood.
Inversion of Trees*—A curious experiment upon the in­
version of trees lias been tried in England with interesting re­
sults. The object was to ascertain the laws by which the cir­
culation of sap is regulated, and the effect upon the growth of 
the tree, of inverting the stems, or in other words, of convert­
ing the branches &c. into roots. It is said to have been prov­
ed, that, if the stem of a plum or cherry tree, which is not too 
thick, be bent and the top be put under ground, while the 
roots are gradually detached, in proportion as the former top 
of the stem becomes firmly fixed in the soil, the branches of 
the root will shoot forth leaves and flowers, and in due time 
produce fruit.
Parental Example.—As we were passing along the Navy 
Yard wall, just over Chelsea bridge, a short time since, we 
met a woman in a most brutal state of intoxication, having an 
infant in her arms, and a boy some six years old by her side. 
The infant rested upon her arm, in such a manner that its head 
came near being dashed against the rough rocks of the wall at 
every lunge, and this catastrophe was only prevented by the 
little boy’s keeping between bis parent and the wall, and ward­
ing off with all his might. Had the boy been unwary, infan­
ticide would inevitably have been the consequence__ -Lynn
Weekly Messenyer. y
Extraordinary Madness—There is at present a man who 
believes himself dead ever since the battle of Austerlitz, where 
he received a serious wound. His delirium consists i’n that 
lie can no longer recognise his own body; if he is asked how 
he is, he says, you ask how Fere Lambert is, but he is dead 
he was killed at the battle of Austerlitz; what you now see 
is not huh, but a machine made in his likeness, and which has 
been very badly made. This man has frequently fallen into
a state of immobility and insensibility which lasts for several 
days. Neither sinapisms nor blisters ever cause the slightest 
pain. The skin has been frequently pinched, and pierced with 
pins, without his being aware of it. Does not this man offer 
a remarkable example of delirium manifestly influenced by 
want of sensibility in the skin, and want of well -marked mo­
dification of visceral sensibility.—London Medical and Surf- 
cal Journal
A Phenomenon—The St. Petersburgh Academical Ga­
zette contains the following account of an extraordinary phe­
nomenon, from a letter dated Moscow, May 2:—“In March 
last there fell, in the fields of the village of Kourianof, thirteen 
versts from Volokolamsk, a combustible substance of a yellow­
ish color, at least two inches thick, and covering a superfices of 
between 600 and 700 square feet. The inhabitants at first 
thought it was snow, but on examination it appeared to have 
the properties of cotton, having, on being torn, the same te­
nacity; but, on being put into a vessel filled with water, it as­
sumed the consistence of resin. On being put to the fire in 
its primitive state, it burnt and sent forth a flame like spirits 
of wine; but in its resinous state it boiled on the fire without 
becoming inflamed, probably because it was mixed with some 
portion of the snow from which it had been taken. After a 
more minute examination, the resin had the color of amber, 
was elastic like Indian rubber, and smelt like prepared oil 
mixed with wax.”
Tincture of Roses—Take the leaves of the common 
rose (centifolias,) place them, without pressing them, in a bot­
tle, pour some good spirits of wine upon them, close the bot­
tle, and let it stand until it is required for use. The tincture 
will keep for years, and yield a perfume little inferior to otto 
of roses;—a few drops of it will suffice to impregnate the at­
mosphere of a room with a delicios odour. Common vinegar 
is greatly improved by a very small quantity being added to 
it.—From a Gorman paper.
Quaintness__ The Rev. Lorenzo Dow advertises for sale
in Richmond, a few copies of the “ Chain of Reason,” con­
sisting of six links, two hooks, and one swivel. Pric 25 cents. 
This almost carries us back to the good old days of puritan- 
ism, when the press teemed with “ Crumbs of Comfort for the 
Chickens of the Church,” “Ileuks and een to baud up Creep- 
led Christians,’ Brceks” and the like.
Foreign Temperance Journals.—We have before us the 
twenty-Jifth number of the “ temperance Society Record,” 
published monthly in Glasgow. The “Temperance Magazine 
and Review,” and the “ British and Foreign Temperance 
Herald,” are published monthly in London. In Belfast the 
“Temperance Advocate,” appears monthly. The “Temper­
ance Chronicle” is an Edinburgh publication, also, we believe, 
monthly.—Boston Recorder. ,
Some things at which allare Offended—All are offend­
ed when people instead of coming to meeting at the time ap­
pointed, are continually dropping in, as best suits tlieir own 
convenience. All are offended when any one hawks and 
coughs, and scrapes his feet in time of worship.
PHYSIC AND SURGERY.
THE subscriber, having been appointed College Physician, hereby tenders to the citizens of Gambier and its vicinity his services in the various departments of his profession.
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